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IPLS - GRAPH/400TM
To fax all your documents with complete simplicity and reliability.  

More than 25,000 fax/day
with complete security!

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Immense depth of performance (more than 25,000 fax/day),
permanent supervision of the traffic - 24 hours/24,

ECONOMIC
Minimum investment (no specific hardware, no specific software - no PDM,
nor Client Access, nor compiler),
reduced  transmission costs (special prices France and international - no
subscription),
lines which can be used: X25 Transpac, phone line or internet connection

A large VALUE-ADDED service
Fax and  telex transmission (automatic or manual)
detailed on-line help,
options: multitransmission, delayed transmission...
complete audit of the traffic,
archiving of the transmissions,
management of the page formats and logos,
detailed invoicing...

Initial fees: 1,550 EUR tax free instead of 4,000 EUR
SPECIAL OFFER: initial fees of GRAPH/400 amounts 1,550 EUR instead of 4,000 EUR - 3 months
of guarantee, without any obligation. After 3 months, use: 640 EUR tax free per year except the
costs of transmission. This offer is valid until 2003/03/31.

telecom operator

Registered office  : IPLS - 176 les Bureaux de la Colline 92210 Saint-Cloud  - Tel. +33 (0)1 80 41 00 60- www.ipls.fr

01 80 41 00 60For any information,
call the:
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Performance
More than 1,000 fax per hour:
A messages test of 3,000 useful charac-
ters has been done using a P03 portable
AS/400 with a low speed connection
(14.4 Kbps), limit defined by the speed
of the line.
Multi-lines, multi-boxes, multi-opera-
tors:
Future is protected.

Functions
Transmissions of fax, telex, e-mail:
Past is spared, future is protected
All page codes of the wide character set
EBCDIC (697) are supported simulta-
neously:: 297 = french, 37 = US, 500 =
multinational...
All transmited special characters are
thus preserved (ex: accents, {,}, Ó, Ò...).
The user can choose the language of the
displayes: French or English (screens ,
help on-line, hypertext, OS/400 com-
mands):
Ideal for the multinationals.
Distribution advices management:
Faxes diffusion is completely tracked
Applicative interface by API (OS/400
commands, RPG API, Cobol and C) :
Guarantee of evolutionarity.
Natural interfacing in OS/400 native
commands, commands whose parame-
ters are the options available of the ser-
ver:
Any additional compiler, natural use of
the server options.
No interface file:
Guarantee of upward compatibility.
Available under 48 hours.
Automatic installation:
Two commands "Plug & Play" including
the creation of an environment and its
components (subsystem...).
Implementation, support and assistance
at a distance.
Training can be proposed.
Downloading is available as of the
installation:
No use of SNADS.
Native versions for CISC and RISC
(Power):
delivered on a cartridge for CISC and a
CD-R for RISC, no conversion.

Transmission of physical, logical, joints,
spools files:
All OS/400 native files.
Toolbox :
Generator of OS/400 commands.

Managed GRAPHNET functions
Overlay (background images):
Transmissions of estimate, invoices,
logos, ...
All operational available fonts:
Transcoding is automatically regulated.
Fonts are chosen by the user or automa-
tically.
75 lines of 132 columns in portrait
mode, 60 lines of 170 columns in lands-
cape mode, special mode (poscript inte-
grated) for 198 columns and more:
Choice of the presentation mode.
Detailed and/or analytical billing with
recovery of the elements on AS/400 and
possible release of an applicatif pro-
gram:
Follow-up of the transmission costs and
control of the invoices.

In addition to all the functions of
the teletransmission monitor

Automatic installation,
Full supervision of the production,
Archiving and purge automatiques,
Applicatives automatic alarm for the
processing of the distribution advices,
Schedule,
Full integration with the security system
of the AS/400...

Evolutionary
Other communication modules can be added to
communicate:

with your banks
(Etebac3)
with your partners
(Atlas440, Odette , FTP ,PeSIT, X400...)
in EDI
(Atlas400, Calvacom,Diva, GEIS , IBM
GN,Allegro...)
with the Retail
(Carrefour, Auchan...)
in TCP/IP

IPLS - 176 les Bureaux de la Colline 92210 Saint Cloud - Tél. +33 (0)1 80 41 00 60
www.ipls.fr
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